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‘I regret to say I had rather an enjoyable day!’ 
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‘If you need anything, just ring’ 



‘Cold snap or not — hot water bottles are out! 



‘L washed tt last night and I can’t do a thing with it’ 



‘What — can’t you foresee anything at all” 



‘For ever and ever Amen. Full Stop. Paragraph. Big 

Roman R with gilt bits round the edge... . . - : 



‘A very serious thing happened to me on my way 
here tonight? 
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‘Is an indigestion tablet cheating?” 



‘Giving up worldly goods was easy for 
me — I was broke!’ 



4No thanks —Ive read it’ 



“Please can Gilbert come out to pray.” 



‘,... and stop calling me Dad!’ 









* Right — Contemplate! 
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“Timothy's got some very bad habits’ 



‘Good gracious! Oh dear!! Cor blimey! | 2 
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‘Are we allowed to enjoy the Abbot’s Sunday sermons ?* 



‘I'm afraid we're already committed’ 
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“At least we can claim a reasonable monopoly 
on peace and goodwill’ 



‘Quite frankly marriage guidance t isn’t one of my 
strong points’ 
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‘It was all right for St. Francis 
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wouldn’t know what to say to a bird’ 



‘Hot as what?’ 
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‘I keep dreaming of black sheep’ 

hit 



“One lucky break was a rather late conversion 
Srom the fleshpots !” 
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‘Brother Erasmus ts mystically inclined’ 
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More cartoon books 

ADAM AND EVE (6s) 

by Hucu Burnetr 

“Burnett has deserted his monks for an 
inside commentary on life in the Garden of 
Eden, in the same charmingly irreverent 
vein’’—Punch 

SKI WITH NITKA (6s) 
“This is indeed for you, whether skier or 
non-skier”’—IVinter Sports 

Collectors’ Series 
make ideal gifts 12s 6d each 

POUTERY 

“Beautifully illustrated with black and white 
and colour plates, this volume can be whole- 
heartedly recommended”’. 

—Art and Craft Education 

GLASS AND CRYSTAL 
For those interested in glassware, old and 
new. Very fully illustrated, in two volumes 

JEWELRY 

Useful introduction, with many drawings 
and photos to illustrate the text 

LACE 

This handbook will help to revive interest in 
a fascinating craft 

DUTCH TILES 

Literally hundreds of illustrations of tiles, 

with notes on the variety of designs 

TAPESTRY 

Superb colour plates of the finest English 
and continental wall-tapestries 



Praise for TOP SACRED 

‘‘Being a monk or a friar is funny 
enough, seen from within. What a 
pleasure it is to learn from these 
drawings that it can also look funny 
from without—that the laughter does 
break through.” 

—ABBOT OF DOWNSIDE 

“Superbly drawn and very funny 
indeed.” 

—DONALD SOPER 

“Hugh Burnett’s irreverent monks | 
delight me. They are a real and 
original and witty invention and 
unlike most of Hugh Burnett’s 
competitors in this field, he really 
makes me laugh.” 

~—KINGSLEY MARTIN 


